
April 14, 2021

Dear FPPC Commissioners,

While preparing for tomorrow’s meeting I reviewed the video of the August 2020 FPPC meeting.

During the extended conversation among the Commissioners, the attorney for the Respondent ,
Lacey Keys Esq. called in and was permitted to comment.

This morning I heard something very relevant to the Stipulation before you for consideration.

Lacey Keys states that the Measure E Committee was “ SPONSORED “ by the Foundation, and
the Foundation had hired a CPA (presumably Robert McCarty, also a Director of the Foundation
at the time.)

An audio recording of the relevant comment was emailed to the FPPC this morning .  The full
meeting is on your web site.

The Statement of Organization filed by the Yes on Measure E Committee (Form 410) , stamped
April 4, 2016 identifies the committee as Primarily formed, not Sponsored.

The information provided by the attorney Lacey Keys strongly implies that natural persons at the
Foundation and/or the college were involved in planning , directing, coordinating and organizing
the activities of the Committee.

If indeed the Foundation had hired the Principal Organizer and Treasurer there is a whole new
level of culpability such as perhaps qualifying as an independent expenditure committee.

The stipulation before you does not name a single individual as being responsible for the
misdeeds committed by the Foundation.

Based upon all of the evidence and  information brought to light, I urge you to reject the
stipulation as presented and refer it back to the Enforcement Division to determine whether the
Foundation had filing requirements as a Committee based upon the source of funds (Recipient
Committee) or the payment of Foundation funds to the Principal Organizer/ Treasurer as an
independent expenditure.

You should be made aware and reminded that Lacey Keys represented Robert McCarty and the
Foundation in case 17-287.

It is believed based upon a recent annual audit that the Foundation paid the legal fees and the
penalty ($9,000) for Robert McCarty / Yes on E Committee.



I strongly urge you to set aside this stipulation and refer it back to the Enforcement Division for
additional investigation that may reveal the names of individuals responsible for the multiple
violations of campaign finance regulations.

Respectfully submitted,

Stephen C Petzold
Open Government Advocate
Complainant FPPC 19-475
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